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Location of Bremen and types of landscape:
The city of Bremen is located in the north-west of Germany,
on the North German Plain. It is the capital and the largest
city of the federal state “Free Hanseatic City of Bremen”,
which also includes the town of Bremerhaven that lies 60
kilometres to the north of Bremen, on the estuary of the
river Weser. The Free Hanseatic City of Bremen is the centre
of Germany's north-western region.
Measured in terms of population, Bremen – which is surrounded by the federal state of Lower Saxony – is the tenth
largest city in Germany. The River Weser flows through
Bremen’s city centre and has profoundly shaped its history
and development over the centuries.
Bremen, the city of the Bremen Town Musicians, thrives on
its diversity. It is the vibrant heart of north-west Germany,
offering not just Hanseatic history and maritime traditions,
but also high-tech industries, science and a lively cultural
and entertainment scene.

Bremerhaven
Bremen

Centrally located coach parking facilities and drop off/pick
up points directly outside the main tourist attractions are
at the heart of a well-designed coach parking scheme and
provide an excellent basis for a leisurely exploration of the
city.

Bremen – coach tour destination
General information about the
Free Hanseatic City of Bremen:
Area: 404 km 2
Population: 664,080 (as of April 06)
Population density: 1,642 inhabitants/km 2

In order to make Bremen's city centre more attractive, and
due to the increasing importance of coach tourism, the supply of coach parking and coach stops is being steadily expanded to meet the needs of the coach tourism industry.
In the state of Bremen, coach parking is available in central
locations and will continue to be in future, guaranteeing
visitors comfortable access to and from their coaches.
The federal state of Bremen is an attractive, multi-faceted
travel destination that always strives to provide good service
and high quality while supporting innovation in both tourism
and coach tourism.
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Historical

Innovative

At the heart of the city on the historical market square is one
of Bremen's most famous landmarks, the 600 year old town
hall with its Weser-Renaissance-style facade. The town hall
and the statue of Roland, symbol of municipal authority, have
together been designated UNESCO world cultural heritage.
In the early 20th century an extension was planned for the
grand old town hall to create much-needed additional space.
Designed by architect Gabriel von Seidel, the modern building
blends seamlessly with the medieval section to form a harmonious whole. The Town Musicians from the fairy tale by the
Brothers Grimm are also famous around the world. On the
western side of the town hall is the bronze statue of the four
animals, created by the artist Gerhard Marcks. It is one of
Bremen's most photographed attractions.

“Science up close” is the motto of Bremen's science and
technology centres. The Universum Bremen consists of three
sections: the Science Center (exhibits on the themes of
Mankind, the Earth and the Cosmos), the EntdeckerPark
outdoor area and the SchauBox for special exhibitions with
a new theme each year. In the “botanika” green science
centre, visitors get a close-up look at the fascinating world
of the rhododendron, from roots to flowers. The Bremen
ethnological museum brings together a unique mix of commercial, ethnological and natural history under one roof.

Not far from the market square is Böttcherstrasse with its
unusual architecture. Art déco and brick-built styles come
together in a mix that never fails to enchant visitors to the
city. A stone's throw further upriver is Bremen's historical old
town. Known as the Schnoor quarter, it is dotted with colourful half-timbered buildings and criss-crossed with narrow
lanes.

Maritime
To discover Bremen's maritime charm, however, the Schlachte
Embankment is the best place to go. Numerous ships are
moored up along the banks while the upper promenade is
lined with beer gardens and a wide variety of restaurants
and cafés. Bremen's seafaring traditions are especially well
preserved in the Vegesack district a little way downriver.
The biggest attraction is the “Deutschland” training ship,
the only tall ship remaining from Germany's naval history.

Lively
Bremen also has a vibrant arts and cultural scene. Alongside
prestigious museums such as the Kunsthalle art gallery and
the Weserburg Museum of Modern Art, and theatres such
as the Theater am Goetheplatz and the Bremen Musical
Theatre, the city has numerous other cultural venues. Not
only does it host Europe's biggest 6-day cycle race every
year – it is also the setting for Europe's biggest Samba carnival. In summer, one open-air festival follows hot on the
heels of another. The Maritime Festival, the “La Strada”
street circus spectacular, classical music under the stars at
“Summer in Lesmona”, the Bremen Music Festival and the
Bremen Freimarkt, northern Germany's biggest fair, all are
firm fixtures in the city’s events calendar. The crowning
glory is the traditional Christmas market on the market
square, combined with the “Schlachte Zauber” market
which extends the festive atmosphere along the embankment, adding a touch of maritime magic.

Bremen’s attractions
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The BTZ (Bremer Touristik-Zentrale)
as a partner for coach operators
The BTZ (Bremer Touristik-Zentrale) provides tourism services
on behalf of the free Hanseatic city of Bremen. It has evolved
from the “Verkehrsverein” (tourist information board) founded over 100 years ago into a modern destination management company providing tourism marketing and services.
Besides expert advice it offers coach operators a unique
service package for Bremen and Bremerhaven.

Awards
Our awards show that Bremen is a popular destination for coach tours, and that coach operators and
coach travellers enjoy visiting Bremen:
In 2004 and 2008 Bremen was voted Bus Destination
of the Year by the trade journal Omnibusrevue.
In 2000 Bremen received the Innovation Award
from the gbk coach quality association and the WBO
(association of Baden-Württemberg coach operators).
Readers of the magazine “Busplaner international”
recently voted the BTZ services for coaches top of the
tourism category in their Innovation of 2009 awards.
In a readers’ poll by the trade journal “busblickpunkt”
for the RDA (International Coach Tourism Federation)
2007 workshop, Bremen received top marks in the
categories of coach services (1.9 on a scale from
1 to 6, where 1 is the best possible rating), modular
packages/travel packages (1.65), accessibility of the
city centre (1.86) and support with promotional
material (2.26).
The BTZ Bremer Touristik-Zentrale is delighted to
receive these honours. However, we are not resting
on our laurels but are constantly striving to improve
our products and services to be able to better meet
the requirements of the coach tourism sector.

Since May 2001 the BTZ has been responsible for the sales
and marketing of tourism services for Bremen, creating a
modern service centre. The BTZ and BIS Bremerhaven Touristik
operate jointly under the trade name < everything under one
roof > B2B Services for Bremen and Bremerhaven, also at
international level.
The BTZ's growing success is founded on its many years of
experience in coach tourism and the group travel segment,
its quality of service, client focus and its expert tourism
knowledge, together with its market presence.
Service quality is the overriding consideration for the BTZ,
which has held the Service-Q quality marque since 2006.
One of our prime concerns is to maintain and continuously
expand our level of service.
Through membership in a number of tourism organisations,
such as the International Coach Tourism Federation (RDA),
the Coach Quality Association (gbk), International Association of Tour Operators (VPR), Association of Baden-Württemberg Coach Operators (WBO), German Association of Travel
Agents and Tour Operators (DRV), German Tourism Association (DTV) and the German National Tourist Board (GNTB),
the BTZ maintains a constant dialogue with representatives
of the tourism industry and the coach tourism segment. These
memberships also ensure that the tourism interests of the Free
Hanseatic City of Bremen are represented at a global level.
In 2009 the federal state of Bremen is a premium partner of
the gbk coach quality association. Members of the gbk receive
special offers and discounts from premium partners.

BTZ
BREMER TOURISTIK-ZENTRALE
Gesellschaft für Marketing und Service mbH
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BTZ Bremer Touristik-Zentrale is the one-stop tourism service
provider for business and private customers, from the initial
idea right through to its final implementation. In the area of
coach tourism it offers the following services:
All-inclusive packages, special offers & package deals
that are tailored to the requirements of coach operators
(see appendix).
Destination management that not only includes dealing with
the individual service providers but also block-buying hotel
accommodation at discount prices and providing a dedicated
contact person for all aspects of the coach tour.
The comprehensive information service includes individual
itineraries, route planning and maps for the coach operator.
The latest sales guide containing all information required by
coach operators is available online, at www.bremen-bremerhaven.de, where customers can also subscribe to the newsletter. The B2B section of the website is password-protected
due to special net rate packages.
Quality of service means that there is constant monitoring
of services and service providers, along with continuous
review of the coach parking scheme.
The BTZ actively seeks contact with coach tour operators
and coach travellers, providing customer-focused advice and
service. It attends many trade fairs, both for the industry and
the general public, as well as workshops and other events.
The BTZ also ensures that Bremen is represented in the
brochures of the leading coach tour operators.

Services for coach tours
Profitieren Sie
von unserer langjährigen
Kompetenz in Marketing,
Vertrieb und Service!

Alles aus einer Hand

Große Ausstellungen in Bremen
Für Busunternehmen und Gruppenreiseveranstalter

„Schuhtick“ und „Manieren”

BTZ

BREMER TOURISTIK-ZENTRALE
Gesellschaft für Marketing und Service mbH

Ihr Einkaufspreis
pro Person im DZ ab

53,-

€

Leistungen
» 1 Übernachtung in der gewünschten
Hotelkategorie
» 1 Frühstück vom Buffet
» Führung durch die historische Innenstadt
» Eintrittskarte für die Sonderausstellung
„Schuhtick“ & Dauerausstellung
im Übersee-Museum Bremen
(19.09.2009 bis 28.03.2010)
oder
Eintrittskarte für Sonderausstellung
„Manieren“ & Dauerausstellung
im Focke-Museum Bremen
(29.11.2009 bis 30.05.2010)
» Freiplatz für den Busfahrer im 1/2 Doppelzimmer ab 21 zahlenden Gästen
» Reisepreis-Sicherungsschein

2-TagePauschale
Angebot netto
(inkl. gesetzl.
MwSt.) vorbehaltlich Verfügbarkeit. Änderungen vorbehalten,
Mindestteilnehmerzahl 20 Personen.

Zwei große Museen –
zwei große Ausstellungen

Preisstufe *
Preise p. P. in €

A

B

C

D

Grundpreis im DZ /
1 Nacht ab 20 Personen
53,59,- 65,- 70,EZ-Zuschlag
19,23,- 24,- 27,Geltungsdauer: entsprechend der Laufzeiten der Ausstellungen
Anreise: Täglich außer montags
* Preisstufe: A, B, C, D:
Die Einteilung in die Kategorien wird durch Klassifizierung und Lage
der Hotels bestimmt.

Im Übersee-Museum Bremen dreht sich in der neuen internationalen Sonderausstellung „Schuhtick” alles ums Schuhwerk. Mit Hilfe
von über 400 Exponaten wird hier Schuhgeschichte durch alle
Zeiten und über die Kontinente hinweg erzählt. Gutes Auftreten
ist auch ein zentrales Thema im Focke-Museum: Die Ausstellung
„Manieren“ zeigt, was es mit dem guten Benehmen auf sich hat.
Großartige Werke der europäischen Kunst und vertraute Objekte
der Alltagskultur vermitteln auf spannende und unterhaltsame
Weise Facetten unserer Umgangsformen und ihrer Entwicklung.

Weitere Programme und Bausteine finden Sie im Internet:

www.bremen-bremerhaven.de

Buchung unter:
Telefon: 04 21/30 800 75 · Fax: 04 21/30 800 25
E-Mail: vertrieb@bremen-bremerhaven.de

Alles aus einer Hand

B 2 B Vertrieb für Bremen + Bremerhaven
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Transport links for coaches
Bremen is easily accessible by coach. The Bremer Kreuz is
a key autobahn intersection between the A27 (CuxhavenBremerhaven-Hannover) and the A1 (Hamburg-OsnabrückRhineland). Bremen can also be reached via the A28 autobahn from East Friesland and Groningen in the Netherlands.
A state-of-the-art parking information system for coaches
makes it easy to reach the centre from the motorway and
to find parking.
The parking information system is available in German and
English and also contains information about height restrictions on certain roads and on the most effective way of
entering destinations into satellite navigation devices. In
addition to German text, many signs in Bremen also have
symbols or pictograms so that they can be understood by
foreign drivers.

Coach parking scheme
In some cities coaches are banished to the outskirts or to
other zones that are a great distance from the city centre.
But not in Bremen! Here coaches even have access to the
historical city centre.
The BTZ welcomes coaches and guarantees a coach-friendly
city with a well-designed bus parking scheme. Most parking
for coaches is centrally located, right by the main attractions,
and it is normally free of charge.
The B2B team keeps in constant contact with the Roads
and Traffic Authority to ensure that quality standards are
maintained. This includes regular monitoring by coach with
experienced coach drivers and checking signage for coach
parking.

The website of Bremen's traffic management centre (VMZ) at
www.vmz.bremen.de gives coach operators up-to-the-minute
information about all coach parking and any road works in
the city. It lists all relevant information about parking for
coaches: details include map references, opening times, charges, maximum parking period and even pictures of the parking spaces and signposts. The website is available in German
and English.
Together with the workshop of Bremer Strassenbahn AG
(BSAG) we offer a 24 hour maintenance service for coaches.
This includes washing the outside, interior cleaning, disposal
of rubbish and toilet waste, engine wash, refuelling and any
repair work.

Each of our booking confirmations includes details of the
coach parking scheme for the coach driver. Coach parking
is well signposted. The BTZ’s satnav service, which is part of
the coach parking scheme, also assists coach drivers in finding
their way: it provides information for each coach parking
location on what details need to be entered into satellite
navigation devices in order for the driver to be able to find
the desired facility without problems.
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Sales Guide 2009
A digital version of our complete sales guide is available in
Ger-man and English, providing information such as net prices for calculating the cost of a stay in Bremen. Tour operators will find it packed with suggestions for attractive package
tours such as the UNESCO World Heritage Tour or the
Discover Bremen Tour. We also put together special packages
for Bremen’s major events such as the Freimarkt fair and the
Christmas market. The accommodation and restaurant listings
also make it very easy to put together your own packages.

Newsletter
Every month, coach tour operators and other commercial
customers receive email updates featuring news from Bremen
and Bremerhaven, including offers for travel agents, programme packages and information for coach drivers. The newsletter enjoys a steadily growing number of readers. Monthly
compe-titions offer trips, tickets, accessories and much more.
Twice a year (in May and September) the BTZ's business
customers receive a printed newsletter.

Distribution channels for coach tourism
Corporate identity for sales and marketing
The contacts for coach operators and groups endeavour
to provide them with a wide range of new options for
attractive programmes.
As the BTZ’s head of sales and distribution,
Hans-Peter Krüger (tel.: +49 (0)421 308 0078)
is the contact for coach tourism and thus a familiar
figure to many customers. He is assisted by his colleague
Susanne Horn (tel.: +49 (0)421 308 0079), who is responsible for longer tours and for groups with overnight
stays.
The BTZ’s website at www.bremen-bremerhaven.de
offers a comprehensive information portal for coach
customers. The B2B section of the website is passwordprotected but easy to reach. It contains a wide range
of options: in addition to top-selling packages and a
listing of all hotels it offers pictures and other information material for download and much more besides.

The BTZ presents a uniform appearance to coach customers
through its joint sales and marketing operation with BIS
Bremerhaven. This is reflected in all brochures, trade fair
stands, adverts and in any correspondence, ensuring a high
level of recognition. The corporate identity is integrated into
the general representa-tion of Bremen and thus also provides
consumer recognition.

Quality assurance
Our digital sales guide is constantly updated. Once a year
we provide a summary of new developments and access to
the password-protected section of the website to our customers. As part of this mailing our customers also receive a
question-naire that provides the basis for an appraisal of the
quality ofour products. The data collected is solely for internal use and helps to improve the products and services we
offer. The coach tour egment is addressed specifically. In
addition, every coach tour (package) booked through the
BTZ is followed up with a telephone survey of the customer.
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Besides classic promotional methods such as brochure advertising we also employ other marketing tools, ranging from
newspaper adverts and mailshots (including international)
to competitions. Bremen is also represented with its own
stand at many consumer trade fairs. The BTZ press department provides information about news from Bremen to
around 600 German and approx. 50 international journalists
every month. The internet has also become an essential
advertising medium. Every month an average of 1,500 information packs that have been requested through the website
are mailed out.

Promotional materials
Specialist media/B2B advertising

Event service – representation on the day

Bremen and Bremerhaven run joint adverts in tourism trade
journals under the slogan “everything under one roof”.

The B2B team provides a wealth of material for in-house
trade fairs or other events run by coach operators. In addition
to supplying raffle prizes and free gifts we are happy to provide a stand and staff on request, subject to availability.

Participation in the major tourism trade fairs, trade events,
workshops and conferences is a given. The RDA workshop
and the RDA annual general meeting, the VPR-VIP meeting
and the Germany Travel Mart are all fixtures in the BTZ
calendar.

Opinion formers – travel agency tours

The BTZ is also happy to assist coach operators with their
own events (e. g. open days) by supplying promotional
material and staff.

By arrangement with the relevant partners, the B2B department also offers trips for opinion formers or tours for travel
agency professionals. Events for key market players are also
supported on request, including through multimedia presentations of the state of Bremen.

The BTZ offers a whole raft of options to increase the sales
of Bremen tours or to familiarise the coach operators’ customers with the destination:

Promotional activities and marketing

Information service
Coach tour operators can order free promotional and information material for Bremen and Bremerhaven. A form in the
sales guide or on the website www.bremen-bremenhaven.de
makes this very easy.

Whether it is mailshots, newspaper adverts or other forms
of advertising, like destination films or podcasts – the BTZ is
happy to support coach tour operators with anything from
the provision of material or expert advice to a subsidy for
part of the costs.

Subsidies for advertising costs
If the entire coach tour programme for Bremen and
Bremerhaven is arranged though the BTZ, it will provide
an advertising costs subsidy, subject to an assessment of
the description in the brochure.
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What is a low-emission zone?
Since 1 January 2009 the city of Bremen has established
a low-emission zone to reduce harmful emissions from
vehicles and particulate pollution. Access to the zone, which
covers seven square kilometres in Bremen's city centre and
Neustadt district, is only permitted for low-emission vehicles
that carry a red, yellow or green disc. Two subsequent phases
will reduce access to the LEZ still further: phase 2 of the LEZ
begins on 1 January 2010, when only vehicles with a yellow
or green disc will be permitted entry. 1 July 2011 marks the
start of phase 3, in which only vehicles that have a green
disc can enter the LEZ. However, coaches do not require a
disc (until 31 December 2011) and are therefore welcome
in Bremen’s low-emission zone.

Bremen low-emission zone – coaches welcome!
Like many other cities in Germany, e. g. Berlin, Bremen
established a low-emission zone (LEZ) on 1 January 2009.
However, Bremen is the only city in Germany with a lowemission zone that welcomes coaches.
In the federal state of Bremen coaches are exempt from the
ban. Both occasional and scheduled long-distance tours are
still able to call at all of Bremen's attractions without any
problems.
Even at the planning stage for the LEZ, the BTZ argued for a
general exemption for coaches to support this important segment of the local tourism industry. The 2009 Ifeu study on
the comparative environmental impact of coaches showed
that coaches are one of the most environmentally friendly
forms of transport because of their low average energy consumption per passenger and their high average occupancy
rate. There is also some debate as to the extent in which
LEZs are really able to reduce particulate pollution in cities.
The BTZ has recognised the environmental potential of
coaches and has therefore lobbied for an exemption.
Enforcing the low emission regulation for coaches would
have presented a major obstacle for tours to Bremen, particularly by foreign coach operators. Instead, Bremen has
opted to welcome coaches in its LEZ and to provide a convenient service to coach tour operators.
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Große Ausstellungen in Bremen
Für Busunternehmen und Gruppenreiseveranstalter

„Schuhtick“ und „Manieren”

Ihr Einkaufspreis
pro Person im DZ ab

53,-

€

Leistungen
» 1 Übernachtung in der gewünschten
Hotelkategorie
» 1 Frühstück vom Buffet
» Führung durch die historische Innenstadt
» Eintrittskarte für die Sonderausstellung
„Schuhtick“ & Dauerausstellung
im Übersee-Museum Bremen
(19.09.2009 bis 28.03.2010)
oder
Eintrittskarte für Sonderausstellung
„Manieren“ & Dauerausstellung
im Focke-Museum Bremen
(29.11.2009 bis 30.05.2010)
» Freiplatz für den Busfahrer im 1/2 Doppelzimmer ab 21 zahlenden Gästen
» Reisepreis-Sicherungsschein

2-TagePauschale
Angebot netto
(inkl. gesetzl.
MwSt.) vorbehaltlich Verfügbarkeit. Änderungen vorbehalten,
Mindestteilnehmerzahl 20 Personen.

Zwei große Museen –
zwei große Ausstellungen

Preisstufe *
Preise p. P. in €

A

B

C

D

Grundpreis im DZ /
1 Nacht ab 20 Personen
53,59,- 65,- 70,EZ-Zuschlag
19,23,- 24,- 27,Geltungsdauer: entsprechend der Laufzeiten der Ausstellungen
Anreise: Täglich außer montags
* Preisstufe: A, B, C, D:
Die Einteilung in die Kategorien wird durch Klassifizierung und Lage
der Hotels bestimmt.

Im Übersee-Museum Bremen dreht sich in der neuen internationalen Sonderausstellung „Schuhtick” alles ums Schuhwerk. Mit Hilfe
von über 400 Exponaten wird hier Schuhgeschichte durch alle
Zeiten und über die Kontinente hinweg erzählt. Gutes Auftreten
ist auch ein zentrales Thema im Focke-Museum: Die Ausstellung
„Manieren“ zeigt, was es mit dem guten Benehmen auf sich hat.
Großartige Werke der europäischen Kunst und vertraute Objekte
der Alltagskultur vermitteln auf spannende und unterhaltsame
Weise Facetten unserer Umgangsformen und ihrer Entwicklung.

Weitere Programme und Bausteine finden Sie im Internet:

www.bremen-bremerhaven.de

Buchung unter:
Telefon: 04 21/30 800 75 · Fax: 04 21/30 800 25
E-Mail: vertrieb@bremen-bremerhaven.de

Alles aus einer Hand

B 2 B Vertrieb für Bremen + Bremerhaven

Contact
Hans-Peter Krüger
tel.: +49 (0)421 308 0078
fax: +49 (0)421 308 0025
email: vertrieb@bremen-bremerhaven.de

BTZ
BREMER TOURISTIK-ZENTRALE
Gesellschaft für Marketing und Service mbH

